Cognitive impairment, particularly in the domain of cognitive control, is characteristic of schizophrenia (SZ) spectrum and bipolar disorders (BDs). The longitudinal trajectory of these impairments, however, remains unclear. Indeed, some studies have observed degeneration and others stability or even improvement over time in these illnesses. Here we examined the longitudinal stability of the AX-Continuous Performance Task (AX-CPT), a cognitive control task, in 52 patients with recent-onset SZ (Ͻ2 years from first study measurement), 20 patients with recent-onset BD Type I with psychotic features, and 70 healthy control subjects. Subjects performed the AX-CPT at 2 time points separated by an average of 365 days (range 270 -620). Previously identified deficits in cognitive control were replicated in both patient groups. No effects of time or interactions between time and diagnosis were observed. Intraclass correlation coefficients also suggested AX-CPT performance was stable across time for all diagnostic groups. Although performance was stable on average, a positive association was noted between change in cognitive control and change in disorganization symptom severity across patient groups. In conclusion, the present findings suggest that deficits in cognitive control are present in both disorders and stable over the early course of psychotic illness. No evidence was observed for progression or deterioration of cognitive control or differential recovery in SZ compared to BD.
ment. In contrast, an early study by Quackenbush, Kutcher, Robertson, Boulos, and Chaban (1996) observed deterioration in academic performance at 4-year follow-up following the first manic episode.
Research into the course of cognitive deficits across and between psychotic disorders is necessary to characterize the natural progression of potential cognitive biomarkers, determine whether the disorders are neurodegenerative or neurodevelopmental, and help optimize these biomarkers for treatment development. For example, if a marker worsens with age (i.e., is neurodegenerative), an effective treatment should lead to normalization with age. On the other hand, effective treatment of a stable (i.e., neurodevelopmental) marker should improve it regardless of age. One potential cognitive biomarker for psychotic illness is cognitive control, a prefrontal cortex-dependent process that refers to the capacity to formulate, adapt, and maintain an overarching goal (Lesh, Niendam, Minzenberg, & Carter, 2011) . This essential ability may also facilitate a myriad of other cognitive processes, resulting in an overall higher level of cognitive function (Lesh et al., 2011) . Importantly, disrupted cognitive control is consistently observed in both SZ and BD and is associated with the conceptual disorganization (Liddle, 1987) and global functioning deficits characteristic of the disorders (Lesh et al., 2011) . The stability of cognitive control deficits in SZ and BD, however, is relatively understudied.
One established paradigm for examining cognitive control is the Expectancy AX-Continuous Performance Task (AX-CPT). This powerful task confers a number of advantages compared to other tasks, including high construct validity, translational potential, known ties to functional neuronal circuits, ease of administration in a laboratory setting, and good test-retest reliability (Carter, Minzenberg, West, & Macdonald, 2012; Strauss et al., 2014) . Unlike other tests of executive function, the AX-CPT allows the experimenter to parse out specific aspects of cognitive control, such as response inhibition and goal maintenance (Lopez-Garcia et al., 2016) . For these reasons, the AX-CPT was recently selected for biomarker development by the Cognitive Neuroscience Treatment Research to Improve Cognition in Schizophrenia initiative . Clinically, deficits in AX-CPT performance have been consistently observed in SZ (e.g., Barch, Carter, MacDonald, Braver, & Cohen, 2003; Lesh et al., 2013) . A previous study in a small sample has also observed intermediate cognitive control performance (between healthy controls [HCs] and SZ) on the AX-CPT in BD (Brambilla et al., 2007) . Interestingly, impaired goal maintenance during the AX-CPT has also been associated with severity of disorganization symptoms, explicitly tying the cognitive control aspect of the task to goal-directedness, thinking, and planning ability (Yoon et al., 2012) . One previous longitudinal study found no effect of time in first-episode SZ patients on the AX-CPT over a 1-year period (Richard, Carter, Cohen, & Cho, 2013) ; cognitive control stability in BD, however, to our knowledge, has not been examined with the AX-CPT.
To that end, the primary goal of this study was to determine if previously identified deficits in AX-CPT goal maintenance (dprime context) in early psychotic illness are increased, decreased, or remain stable over a 1-year period. Based on the aforementioned literature suggesting that cognitive deficits are relatively stable in early psychosis and in accordance with a nondegenerative view of illness, we hypothesized stable cognitive control deficits in SZ and BD patients. More specifically, we hypothesized (1) no significant effect of time on d-prime context (the primary measure of cognitive control), (2) no significant Time ϫ Diagnosis interactions on d-prime context, and (3) sufficiently high (Ͼ0.60) intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for all subject groups on d-prime context with no additional evidence for time effects (i.e., nonsignificant paired t tests between time points and overlapping effect sizes [vs. controls] at each time point). Additional behavioral measures (e.g., accuracy for each trial type) were analyzed in an exploratory fashion.
Method Subjects
In total, 193 subjects (ages 15-32) participated in this study-80 patients with SZ (n ϭ 65), schizophreniform (n ϭ 2) or schizoaffective (n ϭ 13) disorder; 27 patients with BD Type I with psychotic features; and 86 HCs. Participants provided written informed consent and were compensated for participation. The study complied with American Psychological Association ethical standards and was approved by the UC Davis Institutional Review Board (approval number 226043-32, project title "Understanding Early Psychosis").
All patients were recruited as outpatients from the University of California, Davis Early Diagnosis and Preventive Treatment (of Psychosis) research clinic, with the onset of psychosis occurring within 2 years of study. Psychopathology and Axis I disorders were assessed with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2002) . Patients were excluded for a diagnosis of major medical or neurological illness, head trauma (loss of consciousness Ͼ 10 min), substance abuse in the previous 3 months (as well as a positive urinalysis), and Weschler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, Second Edition (WASI-2; Weschler, 1999) subtest IQ estimate Ͻ70. Control subjects were excluded for all of the above as well as a history of Axis I mental illness or first-degree family history of psychosis.
In early psychosis participants, symptoms were assessed using the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS; Ventura et al., 1993) and the Scales for Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS; Andreasen, 1984a) and Positive Symptoms (SAPS; Andreasen, 1984b) . Consistent with prior work (Barch et al., 2003) , three core symptom dimensions were calculated: poverty, disorganization, and reality distortion. "Poverty" combined emotional withdrawal, motor retardation, and blunted affect from the BPRS with anhedonia/asociality, avolition/apathy, alogia, and affective flattening from the SANS. "Disorganization" combined conceptual disorganization, mannerisms and posturing, and disorientation scores from the BPRS, the attention score from the SANS, and positive formal thought disorder and bizarre behavior scores from the SAPS. "Reality distortion" combined grandiosity, suspiciousness, hallucinations, and unusual thought content from the BPRS with hallucinations and delusions from the SAPS. Participants also completed the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS; Young, Biggs, Ziegler, & Meyer, 2000) ; YMRS scores were calculated without the Content subscale to avoid crossover with the SAPS/reality distortion symptoms. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Study Design
This was a longitudinal study that involved an initial baseline visit followed by a follow-up visit. The follow-up visit was designed to occur approximately 1 year following the baseline visit but, due to scheduling constraints, was allowed to vary over a period of ϳ9 -20 months (see Results). Subjects performed the AX-CPT at both visits. Clinical ratings were obtained within 1 month from each visit. Subjects who did not complete both visits were excluded from analysis (see Results for completion rate).
Description of the AX-CPT
Briefly, participants are presented with a series of cues and probes and are instructed to make a target response (pressing a button with the index finger) to the probe letter "X" only if it was preceded by the cue letter "A" (online supplemental Figure S1 ). All cues and nontarget probes require nontarget responses (pressing a button with the middle finger). Target sequence trials (i.e., "AX" trials) are frequent (60 -70% occurrence) and set up a prepotent tendency to make a target response when the probe letter X occurs. As a result, a nontarget sequence trial in which any non-A cue (collectively called "B" cues) is presented and followed by a probe letter X (i.e., "BX" trials) requires the most cognitive control. AY and BY trials are included to test for generalized deficits and represent an internal control. The task was presented using EPrime2 software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.).
Subject data were collected using two task protocol versions over a 14-year period. Parameters for each protocol (AX-1 and AX-2) are provided in online supplemental Table S1 . Protocols were not mixed within participants, that is, subjects who underwent the AX-1 version of the task at baseline completed the same version at follow-up.
The behavioral outcome measure of interest in this study is d-prime context. D-prime context captures the goal maintenance aspect of cognitive control and context processing during the task and is calculated as a function of AX hits minus BX false alarms (Cohen, Barch, Carter, & Servan-Schreiber, 1999) .
Individual subject data were only included in analyses if results suggested the subject understood the AX-CPT (specifically, accuracy greater than 44% on AX trials, 0% on AY trials, 0% on BX trials, and 50% on BY trials at both baseline and follow-up; Henderson et al., 2012) .
Longitudinal Analysis
The primary goal of this study was to determine if previously identified deficits in goal maintenance (d-prime context) in psychotic illness are increased, are decreased, or remain stable over time. Exploratory analyses were also conducted for auxiliary behavioral measures (i.e., accuracy and reaction time [RT] ).
To assess stability, we conducted two complementary sets of analyses. The first (primary) set used repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with diagnosis (healthy vs. SZ vs. BD) as a between-subjects factor and time as a within-subjects factor. The secondary set of analyses incorporated a series of tests including comparison of effect sizes, paired t tests, and ICCs. For these two sets of analyses, only complete cases were included, that is, subjects with missing follow-up data were excluded. Additional details of these analyses are provided in online supplemental methods.
Results

Demographic and Clinical
Between-groups demographic and clinical comparisons, information regarding subject attrition, and longitudinal analysis of clinical measures are presented in the online supplemental results, Table 1, and Table 2 . Seventy controls, 52 SZ patients, and 20 BD patients were included in the final sample.
Primary Stability Analyses: Repeated-Measures ANOVAs
Raw behavioral data (overall and segregated by AX protocol version) and behavioral comparisons between protocols are presented in online supplemental Tables S3a to S3d. Although the primary measure of interest (d-prime context) was not significantly different between the two protocols (AX-1 and AX-2), differences were observed in other metrics (online supplemental Table S3d ). Behavioral data were therefore adjusted for protocol effects (in addition to age and gender) as described in the online supplemental Note. Information taken from baseline unless otherwise specified. Numbers in parentheses represent the standard deviation. AX-1 ϭ AX-CPT Protocol 1; AX-2 ϭ AX-CPT Protocol 2; BD ϭ bipolar disorder; HC ϭ healthy controls; SZ ϭ schizophrenia; WASI-2 ϭ Weschler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, Second Edition. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
methods. These adjusted z scores are presented in Table 3 and Figure 1 . Importantly, no group difference was observed in the ratio of participants who performed AX-1 versus AX-2 (see Table  1 ). All subjects also performed the same protocol at baseline and follow-up to minimize protocol effects on stability measures. A main effect of diagnosis was observed for adjusted d-prime context, F(2, 139) ϭ 12.32, p Ͻ .001. No main effect of time or Time ϫ Diagnosis interaction was observed. Post hoc tests showed deficits in SZ patients relative to controls (p Ͻ .001) and BD patients relative to controls (p ϭ .009) but no difference between BD and SZ patients.
ANOVA results for auxiliary behavioral measures are presented in the online supplemental results. With the exception of AY accuracy in controls ( ϭ Ϫ0.42, p Ͻ .001), no associations were observed between time to follow-up and change (over time) in any behavioral measure for any group.
An important consideration in this analysis is the degree to which the two task versions (AX-1 and AX-2) measure the same cognitive control construct. A limited number of subjects (7 controls and 13 patients) performed both task versions. Using these data, moderately high consistency was observed for the majority of behavioral measures, including the index of cognitive control (d-prime context; online supplemental Table S4 ).
Secondary Stability Analyses
Results from the secondary analyses are presented in Table 3 and Figure 2 . AX-CPT behavioral measures generally showed good stability for all three groups, including d-prime context. Neither patient nor control groups showed evidence for degeneration of AX-CPT processes between baseline and follow-up, as demonstrated by (1) effect sizes that stayed within the same range (relative to control baseline data) for both SZ and BD patient groups across time, (2) lack of significant effects of time within groups (paired t tests) on any behavioral performance measure, and (3) ICCs of 0.40 or greater on all measures except for BY accuracy (see Table 3 ). Raw data (online supplemental Table S3a ) suggested, furthermore, that any instability in BY accuracy occurred in a narrow window potentially driven by ceiling effects. No associations were observed between the number of days to follow-up and the effect of time on d-prime context, AX/BX/BY accuracy, or AX/AY/BX/BY RT. A negative association was noted between the number of days to follow-up and the effect of time on AY accuracy (Spearman's ϭ Ϫ0.29, p Ͻ .001). Controlling for number of days to follow-up, however, did not appreciably alter AY accuracy stability values for any group.
To examine the possibility that our performance criteria (see Methods) influenced stability, we reanalyzed the data using the entire data set. Stability was not appreciably altered (online supplemental Table S5 ).
Longitudinal Clinical Correlates
Across patient groups, those subjects for whom d-prime context worsened over time also showed more severe disorganization symptoms at follow-up ( ϭ Ϫ0.36, p ϭ .004; online supplemental Figure S2 ). A trend in the same direction was also observed for poverty symptoms ( ϭ Ϫ0.24, p ϭ .061). No relationship was observed with reality distortion symptoms.
At baseline, patients who showed more severe disorganization symptoms also had lower d-prime context ( ϭ Ϫ0.35, p ϭ .002). No other clinical correlations were observed at either baseline or follow-up.
Medication Effects
No significant differences were noted between time points for antipsychotic type or dose for either SZ or BD patients. Change in antipsychotic medication dose (chlorpromazine equivalent) or type (e.g., from unmedicated to medicated with an atypical antipsychotic) was not associated with change in any behavioral metric.
Discussion
The goal of this study was to examine the stability of cognitive control deficits in early SZ and BD patients over (approximately) a 1-year period. Consistent with our hypothesis, significant but stable deficits in context processing during the AX-CPT were This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
observed in both SZ and BD. Specifically, we observed significant effects of diagnosis but no effects of time or Time ϫ Diagnosis interactions on the goal maintenance aspect of cognitive control (d-prime context). Auxiliary behavioral measures (accuracy and RT) also did not show significant changes between baseline and follow-up for the majority of trial types. Secondary measures (e.g., ICCs) also suggested good stability between time points for almost all AX-CPT performance metrics (including d-prime context) for all three diagnostic groups. We also noted a significant relationship between disorganization symptoms over time and d-prime context over time across patient groups. These findings are consistent with previous studies in recentonset SZ demonstrating executive function deficits are stable in the early stages of illness (e.g., Hoff et al., 2005; Nopoulos et al., 1994; Richard et al., 2013) . In BD, in which relatively little longitudinal research has been conducted, findings are more mixed. Quackenbush et al. (1996) found significant deterioration in academic performance 4 years after illness onset in adolescents with BD, although baseline was measured premorbidly in this sample, and it was unclear when the deterioration occurred. In contrast, in a sample of BD Type I patients, Torres et al. (2014) reported improvement between baseline and 1-year follow-up using a battery of executive function tests (including Trail Making Test B, Stroop task, and analogues of the Wisconsin Card Sorting and Tower of London tasks). More aligned with our findings, in a mixed sample (Types I and II), Lera-Miguel, Andrés-Perpiñá, Fatjó-Vilas, Fañanás, and Lázaro (2015) found no significant difference between baseline and 2-year follow-up in adolescent first-episode BD patients on the Wisconsin Card Sorting and Stroop tasks. Also in a mixed sample, Lee et al. (2015) found no difference between baseline and follow-up (mean follow-up time of 20.6 months) on a set-shifting task in a relatively large sample (n ϭ 61 BD patients). Taken together, the present study and the majority of previous analyses support a neurodevelopmental view of early psychosis (Rapoport, Giedd, & Gogtay, 2012) for both SZ and BD, in which an insult occurs prior to illness onset and then remains stable for at least the first few years of disease. Nonetheless, these results do not necessarily imply that cognitive control Note. Please see methods for description of AX, AY, BX, and BY trial types; BD ϭ bipolar disorder; CI ϭ confidence interval; HC ϭ healthy control; ICC ϭ intraclass correlation coefficient; NA ϭ not applicable; SZ ϭ schizophrenia. a Negative correlation (violates reliability assumptions).
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remains stable throughout illness. Related to this point, a recent study found that symptoms and global functioning significantly declined 5-8 years after psychiatric illness onset (Kotov et al., 2017) . As it is unclear if decline in mental illness is primarily caused by illness or secondary effects (e.g., reduced ability to make healthy lifestyle choices due to low income or relative inaccessibility of resources; Brown, Birtwistle, Roe, & Thompson, 1999) , the level of progressive deterioration in cognitive control processes requires further study over longer time periods than the relatively short period (1-2 years) examined in this study. Future studies may also examine the stability of other cognitive constructs (e.g., attention, speed of processing). Related to this point, previous work has observed that deficits in cognitive control may be domain-generalizable in that they may impact performance across multiple cognitive domains (Niendam et al., 2012; Reilly et al., 2017; Sheffield et al., 2014) . In regard to biomarker development, the results of this study also suggest that an effective treatment should be able to improve AX-CPT performance closer to control levels. As our sample was restricted to BP Type I (with psychotic features) patients, future studies will be needed to determine if cognitive control deficits are equally stable in other BP populations. The finding that AX-CPT psychometrics were stable for both diagnostic groups supports the use of cognitive control as a cognitive endophenotype. Remarkably, the observed long-term ICCs for d-prime context were in the range of the ICCs observed for short-term stability (on the order of weeks; Strauss et al., 2014) . Related to this point, unaffected first-degree relatives of SZ patients as well as subjects at high risk for the illness show deficits in d-prime context during the AX-CPT, suggesting these deficits have a trait-dependent genetic basis (Niendam et al., 2014; Richard et al., 2013) . Indeed, cognitive control deficits in general are highly heritable (Glahn, Knowles, & Pearlson, 2016) . Possibly at odds with this view, however, are findings from this study and others that show associations between context processing on the AX task and disorganization symptoms (Yoon et al., 2012) , suggesting that this deficit may also have state-dependent qualities. To reconcile these opposing viewpoints, it may be helpful to consider that disorganization symptoms and context processing might be tapping into shared neurocognitive processes. As noted by Andreasen et al. (1994) , disorganization is characterized in part by behavior that "simply lacks goal-directedness." Early familial studies in SZ found strong correlations between the severity of disorganization symptoms across probands and their unaffected relatives, suggesting that these symptoms may also share a genetic component (Rietkerk et al., 2008; Wickham et al., 2001) . The finding that d-prime context changes correlate with disorganization changes, therefore, may be a reflection of shared endophenotypic processes rather than a state-dependent characteristic.
In this study, we did not observe any relationships between medication and AX-CPT performance over time. Although prior work by our lab has observed significantly better AX task performance in SZ patients treated with atypical antipsychotics compared to unmedicated patients (Lesh et al., 2015) , this previous study was cross-sectional and therefore did not examine withinsubject effects. Medication dose is typically altered according to the needs of the patient (e.g., ability to ameliorate positive symptoms while minimizing side effects), and therefore one would not necessarily predict that a higher antipsychotic dose would be associated with improved AX performance. The present study also naturalistically followed patients over time and was therefore not designed to control for variations in treatment type, dose, duration, or compliance. Future longitudinal studies may incorporate prospective designs (in the manner of clinical trials) to more closely examine the chronic effect of antipsychotics on the observed behavioral measures.
As with any longitudinal study, the role of practice effects in explaining the observed results should be considered. We believe it unlikely that practice effects explain our findings for the following reasons. First, effects of time were not observed on any measure in HCs, and no Time ϫ Diagnosis interactions were observed as well. Second, the length of time between ‫ء‬ ICC was unavailable as a negative average covariance was observed for this measure for this group. BD ϭ bipolar disorder; HC ϭ healthy control; SZ ϭ schizophrenia. See the online article for the color version of this figure. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
baseline and follow-up made practice effects less likely. Finally, previous longitudinal work by Strauss et al. (2014) over a much shorter time frame (2 weeks) only observed practice effects on the AX-CPT in patients who were much older than those in this study. A potential limitation of this study is that our strategy of censoring subjects who were lost to follow-up or did not show adequate understanding of the task at both time points may have biased the analysis. Although we cannot completely rule out this possibility (as doing so would require missing data to be filled in), diagnosis did not affect the likelihood that a subject with eligible baseline data would be lost to follow-up or have data censored at follow-up. Thus, it is unlikely that diagnostic bias had a significant effect on between-groups analyses. Furthermore, no differences were observed in baseline performance metrics between subjects lost to follow-up and subjects with follow-up data who met criteria, suggesting that excluding subjects lost to follow-up did not bias the sample toward high performers. Finally, with the exception of WASI-2 score, no demographic or clinical differences were observed between patients included in the sample and patients excluded due to loss of follow-up or not meeting performance criteria, suggesting that stability results were not influenced by a bias in baseline positive or negative symptom severity. The possibility that intelligence (e.g., WASI-2 score) influences stability may be investigated in future studies.
An additional potential concern is that the data set in these analyses combined measures from two different task protocols. An important question, therefore, is if these protocols (due to their differences) index the same cognitive control construct. Although we attempted to account for this potential confound by statistically adjusting for protocol effect, to further address this concern, we examined intertask reliability (ICC) in a limited number of subjects who performed both tasks. ICCs calculated using these data were in the fair to good range, including d-prime context (ICC ϭ 0.65; online supplemental Table S4 ). Furthermore, previous crosssectional studies in SZ have reported significant deficits in d-prime context in SZ regardless of task parameters (e.g., Barch et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 1999; Henderson et al., 2012; Strauss et al., 2014) . D-prime context also did not differ between tasks in the present study. AY trial accuracy, on the other hand, did differ somewhat between tasks. Given that the high proportion of target AX trials drives the tendency to make "Go" responses to probes following "A" cues, however, lower accuracy on AY trials for the AX-1 version of the task may be due to the higher ratio of AX to AY trial types. AY trials are also relatively sparse in the AX-CPT, potentially reducing their reliability. Furthermore, accuracy on AY trials was not included in the equation for d-prime context. Thus, although performance may have differed somewhat between the tasks, we consider it unlikely that different cognitive control constructs were examined for each task. Nonetheless, given the small sample size (particularly in the BP group), the results of this study require replication in a larger sample in which only one task version is used.
In conclusion, our findings suggest that cognitive control is relatively stable in the early course of SZ and BD in agreement with the neurodevelopmental hypothesis of cognitive deficits for these illnesses. Our findings also support the continued use of the AX-CPT paradigm to examine endophenotypic biomarkers of cognitive control in psychosis.
